CBI CIC PARTICIPANT´S CODE OF CONDUCT

In order to ensure the best quality of basketball experience for everyone involved in the club, including officials,
players, volunteers and visitors, participants are required to abide by our internal set of rules or code of conduct as
outlined below:
The club reserves the right to temporarily or permanently ban a club participant who does not respect these rules.
Below are the basic rules for participating as a player in all age groups:
1. Arrive on time (where possible).
2. Follow the organisation playing rules of the tournament or Open Run.
3. All participants need to have a current BE membership. If you are not currently BE affiliated please do so
before attending any Open Run or Tournament via the Basketball England website and link your player
affiliation to the BE club: CBI (CA3371).
4. You must ensure payment is complete before entering the hall for warm up.
5. In some cases, the CBI basketball games may not follow FIBA or BE official rules which may need to be
adapted to make the most out of the event. Please make sure you ask the coach or other players what the
rule adaptations are if you have any questions.
6. Participants are required to act in a respectful manner towards other players, organisers and officials alike,
despite the difference in ability, race, age or gender. The CBI coaches or officials will not tolerate insults or
unnecessary aggressive behaviour at any point and could ban temporarily or permanently with immediate
effect, any participant deemed have displayed threatening behaviour, disrespected anyone or created an
unnecessary bad experience for the rest of the community.
6 a) in the case of the Community Run, please be aware that sessions are designed to welcome participants
of all ages and abilities levels. It is a requirement to maintain Respect at all times.
6 b) during officiated games (i.e. Tournaments), unsportsmanlike, technical fouls as well as ejections will be
applicable and could result in the temporary or permanent ban of a participant.
7. If you have registered and paid and cannot attend a session, please let us know on by contacting us at least
24hours before the tournament (Except for a valid medical reason).
8. The CBI aims to build a healthy community environment via basketball participation, we expect all
participants to act in a respectful manner before, during and after games.
9. The CBI will endeavour to design events in a way that offers the best quality of experience (i.e. matching
groups in ability). However, as a company, we strongly support the notion of equality and will not tolerate
discrimination of any kind (For more information please see our Equal opportunities policy on our
homepage: communitybasketball.org).

We believe these rules are essential to offer a quality and safe basketball environment and serve as a basis for
player development. Our management committee reserves the right to temporarily or permanently ban any
individual or team that breaches the abovementioned rules.

Miguel Tello
Director at CBI CIC

